Right off, no sooner
than two minutes after we stopped
into Premier Pets' green lawn,
we met up with an elderly black
and tan dachshund wearing a red and
gold sweater. To name this fella, let's
just say that the fellow's breed
dachshund, as the tip of its
snout hung down in the
ears and yet
no one knew.

She wanted to greet him up. The
Dexter and the 12-year-old dachshund introduced by her owner as "Buster," was quite
the opposite of Cynthia's actually very "Mr. Short, Short, and Babby." Didn't even get
before Buster lunged at his back and surged. Blood dribbled slowly onto Cynthia's chin.
Blood dropped onto her décolletage. Cynthia's back jolted. Ressured, Dexter's
she raised, cradled, under one paw. I still think tatty's important wriggles provided
Buster's lift. This, after all, was the dachshund picture, and with the exception of a
pair, slightly overweight, slender and a tiny eyelash who squinted at taff's end a labled
bubble; all you could see that last Sunday afternoon in July, were dachshunds.
Reel Squatters

By Bill Minton

Dark waves crash onto the rocks, the daily sign of life around this deserted fish restaurant, apart from a nearby marina of review and the odd boat of psychopaths. The thick black waves break flatly on the rocks, sending up a spray of water. We can only guess if it's the same waves that touch the rocks on seawalls and sidewalks. Fishing season there and here. A shoot of finned though still makes even a gaiting bite in the north.

Hired Hands Fork Over Small Change

By Matt Peter

Three should be the best of times for Casey Dunn. On December 2, the 36-year-old lawyer would take the oath to succeed Ronald Reagan in the Oval Office, and on January 20, the President-elect would deliver his inaugural address.

But Dunn has other matters on his mind. After all, he's been selected to be the new chief of Staff to the President-elect. Dunn's stretch in the Oval Office will be brief, but his role is critical.

In the hole, Dunn is facing a storm of criticism. His team of lawyers, including the Bush administration, has been accused of using legal tactics to delay the transfer of power.

Dunn is not alone. Other lawyers have been appointed to the same post, and some have faced similar criticism.

The New York City Bar Association's Committee on Ethics has ordered Dunn to resign, citing the conflict of interest.

Dunn has refused to resign, saying he will continue to serve until his term ends. He has also maintained that his actions are legal and ethical.

In the meantime, Dunn's biggest challenge is to convince the public that he is the right person for the job. He has said he will work hard to earn their trust.

Dunn's appointment has caused a stir in the legal community. Many lawyers and legal scholars have criticized his selection, saying it sends the wrong message.

Some have called for Dunn to resign, while others have defended his appointment, saying it is a necessary step to maintain the transition of power.

Dunn has also faced criticism from other lawyers who have been appointed to the same post. Some have accused Dunn of using legal tactics to delay the transfer of power.

Dunn has maintained that his actions are legal and ethical, and that he will continue to serve until his term ends.
Real Squatters

We're all heavens, too, and we're just as beautiful. Everything goes on just like it should. We're just as beautiful as we can be.

Tonight, 11pm.

San Diego 7/39

CITY LIGHTS

Should You Do Something?

Tina-Faye. She's the one who's always there. She's the one who doesn't want to feel alone. She's the one who never gives up. She's the one who always finds a way to make things better. She's the one who's always there for you.

Tonight, 11pm.

San Diego 7/39

CITY LIGHTS

50% OFF CELLULAR SALE!

EXECUTIVE PAGING

2 MONTHS' FREE AIRTIME with VOICE MAIL!

CUT YOUR CELLULAR BILL IN HALF

The $16.95
Plus Plan Monthly Access $16.95
Now $8.47
Includes 10
Local Minutes
Airtime Rate 20c
Now 13c

Easy 21 Plan Monthly Access $25.95
Now $10.50
Airtime Rate 20c
Now 10c

Everyday Plan Monthly Access $29.95
Now $13.47
Includes 10
Local Minutes,
4 Hours Off-peak
Airtime Rate 30c
Now 15c

AIRTACH

Cellular

Executive Communications

Coverage You Can Count On

clairemont mesa 074-7373
mission mesa 565-2180
chula vista 565-7270
santee 565-2491
pacific beach 270-9723
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WE WILL BEAT ANY ADVERTISED PRICE!

EYEGLASSES $34
EYE EXAM $39

Surgical Correction for Myopia or Astigmatism also available.

Eye Exam $69
Lenses $89
Bifocal $129
Contact Lenses $179

CALL NOW FOR A FREE MEASUREMENT, 1-800-346-EYES.

GUARANTEE

1 YEAR LENS EXCHANGE
3 PAIRS EXCHANGEABLE LENSES
FREE EXAM EXCHANGE

CALL 1-800-346-EYES.

Our Price Assured.

CAN'T WEAR CONTACTS BECAUSE OF DRY EYES OR ASTIGMATISM?

Reel Squatters

A teen in a very few of our stores
has turned to us in desperation
for an alternative to wearing
contacts. Our specially trained
staff will help you with:

- Ortho-K lenses
- Soft lenses
- Permanent lenses

Contact lens exam

CALL 1-800-346-EYES.

CITY LIGHTS

pay less for the internet

- US Digital, HomePhone
- 300 HOURS OF
  FULL INTERNET
  ACCESS, E-MAIL, AND
  FULL NEWSGROUPS
  FOR AS LITTLE AS
  $95 A MONTH!
- ALL OF OUR ACCESS SAVES ARE
  10% DIGITAL, 75% OFF
  BROADBAND SUBSCRIPTION
- DISCOUNTS FROM
  USED SUBSCRIPTIONS
  NOT AFFILIATED
- IT SERVICE TO THE INTERNET
  CAN BRING YOU!

CALL 1-800-346-EYES.

EXPERIENCE THE
VALUE AND
QUALITY ONLY
AMERICAN
DIGITAL NETWORK
CAN BRING YOU!

NINE WEST
In brass plum shoes

NORDSTROM

From top: "Lugeron" in patent, $99; "Harper" in leather, $72.50. Both in black or hickory, 50% off.
“LIVE”
CHEMICAL PEEL DEMONSTRATION

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 13 AT 7 PM
RADISSON HOTEL - MISSION VALLEY

THURSDAY, NOV. 14 AT 7:15 PM
DEL MAR HILTON, DEL MAR

FREE ADVANCE REGISTRATION
PHONE, FAX OR MAIL
$25.00 AT DOOR
619-463-8900 (FAX) 619-464-2743

GIVE US 2 HOURS...
WE’LL GIVE YOU 10 YEARS BACK!

3RD ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL
CHEMICAL PEEL SPECIAL PRICE
$199.00 reg. $500.00

“NEW DAY” EUROPEAN FACIAL
$50.00

HEALTHY HANDS
Skin Restoration Clinic
California-certified licensed aestheticians
8262 University Ave., La Mesa, CA 91941

Soft lenses are great,
BUT
Gas Permeable Lenses May Be For You
$50 OFF Any Gas Perm Fitting

BEST LENS CALIBERS

TOP RATED CONTACT LENSES

$299 Monthly Airtime Paging Service
Ultra Bravo Express Plus $49
Super Pac $39

$999 Monthly Airtime Cellular Service and $14 per call
Pacific Paging Cellular
- 224-3266

ENTERTAINMENT CENTER
(5' x 3' 2"

5-PC. DINETTE SET $229

5-PC. BEDROOM SET $499

SOFA & LOVESEAT $499
LEGEND SOFA & LOVESEAT $799
LEXINTON SOFA & LOVESEAT $899

LOWEST BRAND-NAME MATTRESS PRICES IN SAN DIEGO COUNTY!

GOLDEN ELEGANCE LUXURY FIRM
ORTHOPEDIC EXTRA FIRM

Pillow Top Soft Impressions

MORENA FURNITURE
276-5101
276-2727

“WE WORK TO KEEP OUR COSTS DOWN AND PASS OUR SAVINGS ON TO OUR CUSTOMERS”
Non-Surgical Vision Correction

FOR NERGISEDNESS

1-HOUR Control Lens Supply

Soft Contacts

$29

Disposable

$33

Special 10%

850-3155

1000-3777

Vision Care

For a free consultation, please call 274-3777.

1-hour control lens supply. Soft contacts: $29 disposable: $33. Special offer: 10% off.

Call today for your complimentary consultation and $29 for soft contact lenses. Disposables available at a special price of $33. Don't miss out on this great offer - call us now at 274-3777.
Women's Diseases
Doctors Miss Most

You'll be ahead of the game with your diagnosis, or at your special request:

Women's Disease
Starts Monday 11pm
SAN DIEGO 7/39

Coverage you can count on.
LOITERERS IN HEAVEN

In one medium of the San Diego Public Library, the effect is not obvious, but it is there. In another medium of the San Diego Public Library, the effect is obvious, and it is there.

We pay cash for clothes all day every day!

We pay cash for clothes all day every day!

Spending too much for health care? Check our rates in San Diego County

John Leehman 7890 400 300 400

50% OFF CELLULAR SERVICE, $5.47 A MONTH AND 19CS PER MINUTE

1-800-4-T-SHIRTS
Screenprinting • Embroidery • Ad Specialties

ENCINITAS 760-489-4088
KEARNY MESA 1-800-4-T-SHIRTS
EL CAJON 760-489-4088
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They were their bodies and

their bodies did not lie

I received two books in the mail last week. They were both thick and heavy. I opened them up to find two different stories. The first book was titled "The Way of the Warrior" and was written by John Grisham. The second book was titled "The Hunger Games" and was written by Suzanne Collins. Both books were about a boy named Katniss Everdeen who must fight for his life in a dangerous arena.

I began reading the first book, "The Way of the Warrior." The story was about a young boy named Jack who is training to become a warrior. He must learn to kill and survive in a world where only the strong survive. The story was fast-paced and action-packed, with scenes of violence and bloodshed.

As I turned the pages, I couldn't help but think about the second book, "The Hunger Games." The story was about a girl named Katniss who is forced to participate in a deadly game show where she must fight for her life. The book was intense and emotional, with scenes of both horror and hope.

I found myself alternating between the two books, as if I were trying to compare and contrast the two worlds. The first book was about survival and warfare, while the second book was about survival and love. I couldn't decide which one I liked better.

In the end, I decided to keep both books, as if I were trying to keep both worlds. I began reflecting on the message of both stories. The first book taught me about the dangers of war and the importance of peace. The second book taught me about the power of love and the importance of compassion.

I realized that both books were about the same thing: the human condition. They were both about the struggle to survive and the desire to be true to oneself. I closed both books, feeling a sense of peace and understanding.

In the end, I realized that both books were important in their own way. They were both stories about the human experience, and they both taught me important lessons. I decided to keep both books, as if I were trying to keep both worlds. I began reflecting on the message of both stories. The first book taught me about the dangers of war and the importance of peace. The second book taught me about the power of love and the importance of compassion.

I realized that both books were about the same thing: the human condition. They were both about the struggle to survive and the desire to be true to oneself. I closed both books, feeling a sense of peace and understanding.
Pacifica Beach's Hidden Treasure...

The Only Four Diamond Hotel in Tides Ocean View...Y."
Third World City with First World Amenities

Todd and Francis just flew in from Miami to do
toughts show.

"We flew into Miami and took a taxi to our hotel," Todd said. "It was quite a shock. The airport was
crowded and the taxis were expensive. We really
wanted something different."

Francis nodded. "I thought the same thing. We
asked if there was a way to get around without
taking a taxi. It turned out there was a shuttle
service that went to our hotel. It was much
cheaper and more convenient."

"And the hotel was amazing," Todd added. "It
had all the amenities of a first-world
hotel, but still felt like we were in Miami."

Francis grinned. "I couldn't agree more. It was
an experience we won't forget."

The couple continued their story about their
trip to Miami, discussing the various
sights they saw and the activities they
participated in. They talked about the
beauty of the city and the amazing
food they tried, and how their trip
was a unique blend of the first
dand third worlds.

Todd looked at Francis with a
smile. "I'm so glad we decided to
take this trip. It was an
experience we'll always
remember."
**Calendar**

**THEATER LISTINGS**

**IT'S BACK!**

**THE HEAVENLY MUSICAL HIT!**

"SENSATIONAL!"

**STAGNATION!**

**A Home Run Hit! You’ll have a ball!**

"DAMN YANKEES bats a thousand!"

"THE HOTTEST SHOW ON LEGS!"

**THE MOST SIZZLING THEATER PIECE IN TOWN!**

**POLITICALLY INCORRECT**

**CATS**

8 PERFORMANCES ONLY!

November 26 – December 1

CIVIC THEATRE

3rd St & Broadway

Tickets: 619-236-6519

or call (619) 220-7173

For information call 619-236-6519

Tickets also available at the door.
Is Bill Number One?

"We wanted to become the biggest promoter in San Diego, and we are."

...
All Their Monster Hits... For Less!

$12.99 CD

15 memorable hits from Manchester's pop outfit, including "Healing Hand", "The Years" and "稳步推进 Too Tight To Mention" plus the new song, "Dance"

DON'T MISS OUR LAST CHANCE TO OWN THESE RARE TITLES!

Songs like "I Want A New Drug", "The Heart Of Rock & Roll" and "If This Is It" are joined by 15 now heavy hits on this must-have collection.

The best songs from Dee-Lite's hit list have been remixed by some of the great producers. In the game, these new versions are favorites like "Groove Is In The Heart" and "What Is Love?"

$2 U-CALL-IT

ALL-U-CAN-EAT SPAGHETTI $5.95

without or mantel

and garlic bread

WHEREHOUSE

WHENEVER YOU COME TO TOWN CALL 489-2999
JOYKILLER

"The Joykiller leaves the efforts of many of today's young pretenders in the dust."
— BAM

"Should be required listening for anybody with a sex drive. Superb." — Flipside

See them Live November 1 at

Get their new album Static at these stores:
SOUND ASYLUM (ENCINITAS)
OFF THE RECORD 5TH AVENUE and EL CAJON BLVD.
ALL MUSIC TRADER STORES
CLUB SOUNDBOARD


FREE LINE

323-6777

Exclusively


4:00 PM

The Old Woman, The Circle Game, Mama's Patch, Down In the Valley, Mountain Man, Free, Do It Right.

RIVERFRONT

SMART BROWN HANDBAG

HAPPY HOUR

5-7 pm, Monday-Friday

206-6777

MARTHA BUNYOS 84th BIRTHDAY

323-6777

©1996 SOUNDBOARD
One Thing and Another
...a rugged exterior but unforeseen inner experiences of gooey sensitivity...

S
omehow I've ended up with two tickets for the movie "One Thing and Another," starring Richard Gere and Meryl Streep. I've never seen either of them before, but I've heard good things about the film.

I went to the theatre and bought my tickets. The cinema was packed, and I found a seat in the middle of the aisle. I settled in and started to watch the movie.

The film opened with a scene of Richard Gere as a man walking through the streets of New York City. He looked so sophisticated and this caught my attention right away. The next scene was of Meryl Streep as a woman sitting on a park bench, reading a book.

As the movie progressed, I found myself getting more and more involved in the story. The characters were well-developed and the plot was gripping. I was particularly touched by the scene where Meryl Streep's character reveals her true feelings to Richard Gere's character.

Overall, I was impressed by the acting and the direction of the film. It's a movie that I would recommend to anyone who enjoys a good story with some emotional depth.

Now, I'm not going to reveal any spoilers, but I think you should definitely check out this movie if you haven't already. It's a real treat for anyone who loves well-crafted films.
A FUNNY, FEEL-GOOD TO!
DEAR GOD
STARS FRIDAY

TOP REVIEWS OF THE WEEK

FLY AWAY HOME

"The #1 MOVIE IN AMERICA
TWO WEEKS IN A ROW"

"An impenetrable cast. Hoffman and Dreyfuss are Deeply Worthy! Sleepers reminds us what capable writing in all shows."

"Triumphantly, it is a tremendous, compelling film.
With a great cast of actors."

"Kevin Kline shines as the quintessential cast of actors."

"A terrific cast! A heartwarming story."

"A classic tale of a journey of destiny.
With a great cast of actors."

"Sleepers reminds us what capable writing in all shows."

"Kevin Kline is magnificent in the role of a lifetime."

"A delightfully entertaining film with superb performances."

"Renee Zellweger shines as the quintessential cast of actors."

FROM THE MAKERS OF "BROTHER'S KEEPER"

RIVETING...

"OUTRAGEOUS FUN!"

"Two Thumbs Up...Way Up!"

"A TRUE REVELATION. Sensational, Brilliant."

"The Love Story of All Time. For All Time. Simply Thrilling!"

"AN EXCITING NEW VISUAL. Sensational, Brilliant."

BEAUTIFUL THING BEeming THING

EXCLUSIVE ONE WEEK ENGAGEMENT

STARTS FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 16
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Photography by Bob Toy  

Sunshine Does a Slinky Number
Not gourmet central, but — free!

Tina Torrance, a pretzel vendor at the San Diego Zoo, has a new sizzling look.

"Before, a headband," she says, "but I thought it was time for a change. I got a new hat." Tina is part of a growing trend of vendors who are dressing up for the summer.

The change has not only boosted their sales but also given them a new look. Tina explains, "People pay more attention to us now. They're more likely to stop and buy something if they like the way we look."
Talk about "full-service banking"! Although the brass rail, box of sand, and hoisted glasses contain no signs of a smoky big city saloon, this room full of testosterone is actually San Diego Trust & Savings Bank's "hospitality suite," circa 1928. There appears to be no end of diversions for the weary (male) bank customer: darts, card games, cold lager, and even the sympathetic ear of the bartender.

Located at the corner of Sixth Avenue and Broadway, the 15-story gold sandstone bank was designed by William Templeton Johnson, and once towered over San Diego's skyline. Its interior was sumptuously furnished, with bronze cellar windows, a cavernous marble lobby. Although the bank was granted "historic" status by San Diego Historic, we found this previous use, its future remains uncertain in the wake of recent banking mergers.

(From the San Diego Historical Society, Photograph by Charles)
HOW TO RESPOND TO PHONE MATCHES
1-900-844-9282
$1 per minute, NO White pages allowed.
OUTSIDE SAN DIEGO COUNTY?
BLOKED 900x ACCESS?
Call 800-344-5099 in San Diego County.

THE CITY
by Dean ©1996

Services

NOW 900# ACCESS?

Fabulous
Upcoming Parties!

NO 900# ACCESS?

Ft Worth, TX 76102

Lose 18 pounds in just 4 weeks...

FEW LIPOMINE & PRONTERMININE

Medical Weight
Control Specialists Inc.
1160 B Street, Suite 500
San Diego 92101
442-8171 476-6660 299-2708
792-6558 792-5607

50% OFF CELLULAR SERVICE.
$5.47 A MONTH AND 99c PER MINUTE.
It really is as good as it sounds. Call 1-800-Air Touch.
$6 CLASSIFIEDS!

AUTOMOTIVE

FREE OIL CHANGE & FILTER

SUNO S-2 AUTO CENTERS.

NOW HIRING TECHNICIANS.

CELEBRATE WITH MIRAMAR... GRAND OPENING AT THE NEW ESCONDIDO LOCATION!

IT'S BACK! FREE WINDOW TINTING!

WINDOW TINTING

ALL TYPES

HANMI AUTO CENTER

SAN DIEGO • 552-8863

ESCONDIDO • SAN MARCOS • 732-6000

NEW SATURDAY HOURS: OPEN UNTIL 5 PM FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

006-8 W. Mission Rd.
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HANMI AUTO CENTER
Unbelievable Prices on Remanufactured Engines!

$200 off with installation!

- Chevrolet 350 88-90 $869
- Ford 302 86-90 $799
- Toyota 22R 87-90 $799
- Subaru 1.8-6 89-95 $1150
- Honda 2.2/2.3 84/90 $1250

San Diego Engine Supply, Inc.
6100 Kalmia St., San Diego, CA 92120
(619) 283-8627
$6 CLASSIFIEDS!
4-HOUR TIME-OUT FEE FOR PRIVATE PARTIES. SEE FORM ON PAGE 115.